
TESCAN VEGA Compact
Entry-level TESCAN VEGA SEM with a configuration 
optimized for effortless sample characterization

TESCAN is committed to bringing electron microscopy 
to a wider audience by ensuring that systems are intuitive 
and simple so that even inexperienced users are comfortable 
with their operation.

Building on the legacy of the 4th generation of VEGA SEMs, 
VEGA COMPACT is an affordable and accessible instrument 
designed specifically to meet the most common imaging 
and analysis challenges, ensuring current – and future – 
true SEM capability for your applications. The introduction of 
table top SEM has had an impact in changing the perception 
that electron microscopy is complicated. At the same time, 
TESCAN’s floor-standing instruments have evolved to also 
become as simple to operate, while providing much greater 
performance for a wider variety of samples, including those 
that are among the most challenging. Whether you are 
considering a table top or more advanced instrument, the 

VEGA range, starting with the VEGA COMPACT, has all you 
need to realize the maximum value from your investment.

VEGA Compact always brings true SEM capabilitites to your 
lab including features that are focused on creating the 
most efficient SEM materials characterization workflows. 
VEGA Compact comes standard with detectors dedicated 
to true topographical (SE) and material (BSE) contrast 
investigations, plus offers an optional 30 mm2 EDS detector 
for compositional analysis of your samples. All of these 
integrated in TESCAN’s easy to use, modern Essence™ 
software interface. The benefits of these and many other 
VEGA Compact features are evident especially when 
compared to table top systems, which may be smaller 
in footprint, but are compromized with respect to typical 
SEM materials characterization demands.

 c Graphic card overview image captured 
using the Wide-Field Mode™

 c Grains of metal foam captured using the SE detector 
at 10 keV accelerating voltage

10 mm 10 µm

 c Detail of a fractured ceramic surface captured with 
the SE detector at 10 keV accelerating voltage

 c Distribution of Si (blue), Cu (purple) and C (green) 
in ancient plaster identified by Essence™ EDS 
in the live scanning window of the VEGA Compact SEM

500 nm 50 µm
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Larger Chamber
 Accommodate a variety of samples 
which may vary in form and shape
 Load multiple samples using standard stubs
 Insert several polished cross-sectional 
samples, or complex samples like 
welded parts at once for analysis

 

5-axis Compucentric Fully Motorized Stage
 Locate the area of interest without 
the need to rearrange samples
 View samples or area of interest from different 
angles with -80° to +80° motorized tilt

 

High Resolution Imaging
 Obtain maximum image quality and 
achieve a level of detail down to the 
range of few nanometers
 Supports your current and future 
sample analysis demands

 

Accelerating Voltage Down to 200 eV
 Reveal the fine topographical details 
for maximum surface information

 

High Accelerating Voltage up to 30 keV
 Produce accurate EDS quantification 
of heavy elements like Zn, As, Zr or Nb
 Capture sub-micron sized features clearly 
with ultimate resolution at 30 keV 

 

Large Beam Current Range
 Acquire EDS analytical results instantly 
with higher beam current range
 Use higher beam current to proportionally 
increase signal collection at the EDS detector 

 

Two Detectors as Standard: SE and BSE
 Obtain topographical and elemental contrast 
information from a single area of your sample.
 Perform single acquisition scan using both 
secondary electron (SE) and backscattered 
electron (BSE) detectors simultaneously. 

 

SEM Navigation from 2× Magnification
 Use wide-field optics mode for live SEM 
navigation at magnification as low as 2×
 Zoom in to specific areas to reveal 
small scale details
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High Magnification Imaging up to 1,000,000×
 Investigate samples with the greatest detail 
by magnifying structures up to 1,000,000×

 

High EDS Input Count Rate
 Collect elemental data at higher 
speeds for faster time to answers
 Use the 1,000,000-input count rate 
of the Essence™ EDS detector for 
the fastest elemental mapping.

 

Venting with Nitrogen
 Minimize chamber contamination as well 
as contamination of your samples.
 Obtain consistent imaging and analytical (EDS) 
results because the standard nitrogen venting 
procedure assures a clean chamber and sample.

 

True High Vacuum Chamber
 Take advantage of high vacuum which produces 
the best quality elemental (EDS) data.

 

Modular Multiuser Software with Regular Updates
 Perform SEM investigations even without 
previous experience, using multiuser, 
modular Essence™ software that features 
a very simple GUI layout and wide range 
of step by step wizards to guide you
 Navigate without hesitation because 
Essence™ Collision model is always 
on guard against hardware collisions

 

Essential correlative features for navigation from 
a photo, a microscope image or other visual data

 Import and calibrate any standard image 
data from other optical microscopes 
and devices for navigation
 Overlay the image using the standard 
Essence™ positioner with optional 
Essence™ Correlative functionalities

 

A compact SEM that incorporates 
high-end SEM electronics

 Rely on a proven SEM platform with 
its technical design optimized for the 
common SEM analytical workflow
 Get support from an experienced network 
of the electron microscopy experts

 

Features valued in SEM 
materials characterization
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